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CorelDRAW Standard• 

Advanced illustration 

Find more time for creativity by setting up project frameworks faster with new precision layout tools. When
drawing buildings, scenery, or product concepts in perspective, the new Draw in Perspective feature greatly
simplifies an otherwise complicated workflow. Choose from 1-point, 2-point, or 3-point perspective, draw or add
an existing group of objects on a shared perspective plane, and move and edit objects freely without losing
perspective. For more complex designs, you can create multiple perspective groups on one page?each with their
own perspective fields. Look no further than the Guidelines docker/inspector to find more productivity gains! Now
you can manage custom guidelines, and view guides at world scale.  

Flexible design space

Go from ideation to output in record time, with new multipage, multi-asset export, and symbols workflows that put
you in control of your pages and assets. Building on CorelDRAW?s unique advantage of supporting vector
illustration and page layout in a single application, now you can view, manage, edit, and publish all of your
project?s digital assets in one flexible design space - a whole new playground for creativity! Move objects across
pages fluidly, compare designs side-by-side, and freely move pages around to arrange them as you wish.
Automatically resize a page to fit its content and use the ultra-convenient Pages docker/inspector to add, delete,
search, and sort your pages easily with the help of thumbnail previews. Here you can toggle between single page
and multipage editing, giving you creative freedom to work the way you want. If that?s not enough, an enhanced
Symbols workflow saves you time by enabling you to quickly search for symbols within large libraries and identify
them easier among other objects. When you?re done designing, create a customized list of page and object items to
export with one click! 

Progressive photo editing

Take the labor out of what you love with powerful new photo editing features purpose-built to elevate images in
less steps. Test drive the impressive new Replace Colors tool for a faster, easier route to flawless
photos. Enjoy support for the HEIF image format, and take the totally transformed Adjustments workflow in Corel
PHOTO-PAINT? for a spin to apply critical image adjustments non-destructively, in real-time, and in context. With
the improved raster workflows in CorelDRAW® Graphic Suite 2021, you?ll gain back valuable time to exceed
client expectations, every time. 

Next-generation collaboration

Enough wasted time already! CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite?s next-generation collaboration tools offer designers
powerful new ways to stay connected with colleagues and clients as remote work becomes our new normal. Gather
live comments and annotations from one or many contributors right within your shared CorelDRAW design file. As
your reviewers collaborate in real-time to approve a design, you can reply and resolve feedback simultaneously to
gain some serious project momentum. An intuitive new project dashboard makes storing, organizing, and sharing
cloud files a breeze, and an enhanced Comments docker/inspector streamlines filtering through feedback with the
ability to search reviewer comments. Getting to the finish line couldn?t be faster with many additional time-saving
improvements to CorelDRAW?s modern-world collaboration workflow.  

Note: Collaboration features are available exclusively with a CorelDRAW Graphics Suite subscription, licensing
with maintenance, or an additional purchase plan for perpetual license customers. 

Everywhere you are, CorelDRAW is too. 

http://kb.parallels.com/en/128029
http://kb.parallels.com/en/128029


Say goodbye to technology constraints and hello to a true cross-platform experience across Windows,
Mac, web, iPad, and mobile. Create compelling designs how you want, when you want, and where you want,
whether that?s at work, at home, or remotely. With a new touch-optimized user experience on
web, CorelDRAW.app? expands what?s possible on mobile and tablets, and a new iPad app makes it even easier to
design on the go. For those using CorelDRAW.app for business, enterprise accounts can now collaborate on design
files in Microsoft Teams. Available on more platforms than ever, and compatible with some of the best technology
on the market, CorelDRAW® is everywhere you want to be! 
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